Scoring Emotion Attribution Task
Prompting: Clarifying question is acceptable. ‘Can you tell me more about what you
mean by X’?
Code 2 if emotion was correctly identified, 1 if emotion was partially correctly
identified, 0 if emotion was not correctly identified.
Emotion
Category
Happy(H)

Attribution emotion
Score 2 points:Any positive emotional state (happy, pleased, joyful, excited,
delighted, exhilarated, ecstasy, jubilant, proud, over the moon,
good, with a buzz, satisfaction etc
Score 1 point:Great, jolly, very surprised, amazed, glad
Score 0 points:- relieved

Sad (S)

Score 2 points:Any reference to sad emotional state (sad unhappy upset,
disappointed, lousy, gutted, down, devastated etc)
Score 1 point:not very happy, lonely, bad, shocked
score 0 points:embarrassed, angry, annoyed

Embarrassment
(E-NA),(EPA),(E-NeA)

Score 2 points:Reference to embarrassment or indication of others low of the
story character (embarrassed, humiliated, stupid, silly, an idiot,
unhappy, upset etc
Score 1 point:pleased no one saw him, relieved, glad, sorry, not very happy
Score 0 points:Sad, lucky, worried, disappointed, annoyed

Guilt (G-IH),(GNIH),(G-NV)

Score 2 points:Any reference to guilt or concern for the victim (guilt, remorse,
sorry, regret for the victim, worry for victim (not whether one
would get caught or told off oneself!!!!) devasted for the victim
etc) ashamed, upset, unhappy.
Score 1 point:Horrible, bad, not, nice, sad, quite frustrated because she forgot.

Score 0 points:Embarrassment, nervous, angry, awkward, shocked, annoyed,
stupid, silly.
Sympathy (Sy)

Score 2 points:Any reference to being sad for the other person, or sorry for the
other person(sad for, unhappy for, upset for, sorry for etc) or
reference for wanting to help the other person ( he eould like to
help him) or reference to understanding how miserable it must be
for the other person(I would not like to be him)
Score 1 point:Sad, sorry, upset, unhappy etc with out ‘for’
Score 0 points:Worried, shocked, angry

Fear (F)

Score 2 points:Any reference to fear, feeling of threat (fearful, scared, nervous,
worried for oneself etc) afraid, anxious
Score 1 point:Shocked
Score 0 points:Sorry, not very good, bad, sad, upset, annoyed, unhappy, silly

Anger (A)

Score 2 points:Any reference to anger (mad angry, irritated, annoyed, cross,
upset, frustrated etc). Unhappy about X is acceptable.
Score 1 point:Horrible, Hurt, Unfair, terrible
Score 0 points:Very disappointed, worried, puzzled, shocked, not pleased. Sorry
for herself, sad, scared, silly (Unhappy with out explanation is
also 0)

(e is for embarrassment stories – code thereafter codes for the type of situation:same
for guilt ( for e.g. G-IH indicates guilt for intentional harm)

Recall:
1) Each guilt or anger story recalled, 1 point per story. Write down which stories
the child has recalled as we want to monitor recall for guilt and anger
separately. (G for guilt, A for anger – i.e. G and A scores separately)
2) Each fear story recalled, 1 point per story
3) Each happy story recalled, 1 point per story
1.Guilt (5):Hits sister………
Hitting girl with stone……..
James drops litter and fired slips on it………..
Emmas granny in hospital……….
George has promised to p[lay with brother………..
Anger (3):Larry – breaktime called idot…………….
Philip – queing sausages………………..
Elisa – 2 girls talking – detention…………………..
2. Fear (5):snake….
Bee……….
Broken window – Elliott – headteachers office…………………….
School bully looking for him…………………
Safari park – Rhino………………
3.Happy:Lottery………………
Exam results…………
Phone call…………..

